
BLACKHAWK COUNTRY CLUB
IRRIGATION SYSTEMOUSI

Planning and Construction of a New Pu1np Plant
John Madison, author of "Principles of

TurfgrassCulture," expressesin that book his
feeling that fertilizer is the most important tool
of the turf manager. Dr. Madison'sreputation
as a competent investigator and author
notwithstanding, I disagree. I suggestthere is .
little argument that a well designed irrigation
system that provides a reliable supply of
quality water leads the list of all factors
responsible for maintaining quality golf
course turf.

Although it has been difficult to document
the exact date, I've found that Blackhawk
CountryClub was one of the firstthree Clubsin
Wisconsin to have watered fairways - the
system was installed in 1938.The positive
aspect of thisisthat the Club was somewhat of
a pioneer in golf course irrigation at the time.
The systemwas designed by SCottyStewartof
Chicago and, by and large, it has been
functional. The negative aspect is that few
improvements have been made since 1938,
only repair of existing equipment when
necessary. Obviously, golf course conditions
changed and improved at the same time the
irrigation equipment was aging. In my ten
years at Blackhawk I've seenmore and more
time and money spent keeping the system
operational. One of any Superintendent's
duties is to keep the Club Officials updated
and informed of currentand futureneeds,and
in 1980the Board approved, asthe firststepin
replacing our irrigation system, the
installation of new perimeter irrigation for the
greensand tees.Yearsof persuasionby myself
had started to pay off.

The weakest link in our irrigation system
now was the pumphouse. One of the pumps
was manufactured by a company that has
been out of businessfor years; one of the
pumps was outside of the small building; the
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pressure tank had leaks in it and was on the
verge of being irrepairable. Thebuilding was
in gross disrepair and was incredibly small.
We were spending too much money on
repairs and the systemwas becoming much
too undependable. Beyondthat,even ifall the
equipment was brand new it would not meet
our current or future requirements. Finally,
because of numberous factors, it was very
energy inefficient. Somethinghad to be done
and done soon. The Board of Directors
decided to proceed with rebuilding the
pumphouse and replacing the equipment,
and planning began in mid-198l. The
construction of the new pump plant was
completed in May of 1982.

I suspect there are as many different
pumping stationsin the stateasthere are golf
courses,and probably for good reasons.My
guessis that more variables affect the pump
plant than the distribution systemand there
aren't the manufacturers specializing in
pumping stations that there are offering
materials for distribution systems(e.g., Toro.
Rainbird, RoyalCoach,et.al.). Thislack ofany
standardizationwas a factor in our decision to
contract an engineering consulting firm to
design a facility that met all of the conditions
peculiar to our golf course,and the result of
this has been a pumping station unlike any
othersI've seen.I'm certainly not implying that
it is any better, only that it was designed and
built to exactly meet our needs and
conditions.I cannot put too much emphasison
my feeling that the most important thing we
did in thisproject was hiring an experienced,
reputable and quality desicn engineering
firm; I'd be remissif I didn't add that thiswas
easy for us to do because the Club President
was an engineer.

The engineering not only does the obvious



tasks of mechanical design, equipment
specifications and drawings - he also
advertises for bids and supeIVises the bid
opening, takes care of contracts and all
required signatures, handles things like
permits, inspections,approval of scheduled
payments, determines appropriate
holdbacks, approves any changes during the
constructionsprocess,schedulesthework and
delivery of equipment supervisesall testing
requirements, assists in the start up and
shakedown procedures and insuresthat the
work proceeds according to schedule.Simply
put he makessurethe project iscompleted on
time, within the budget and according to
plan.

The role of the Superintendentis critical to
the successof this kind of project. We are the
ones with the local knowledge that the
designer mustbe aware of before the design
begins. More importantly, we are the ones
who mustwork with the facility and who will
depend on it as a management tool, and it
should be built with our long term goals and
expections in mind. Ispent a substantial
amount of time with the engineer before
drawings began as well as throughout the
construction process, and these were hours
well spent.

When a Club startsa project from "scratch,II
whether it be a pumphouse maintenance
shop,sand trap or whatever, lotsof factorsare
considered during the planning stages.Some
of the significant considerations in designing
this pumphouse were:

1. Constant pressure in the distribution
system.

2. Equipment that offered theuseof current
technology.

3. Equipment that would give usmaximum
retum for our energy dollars.

4. A facility that met current needsaswell as
projected future needs.

5. Equipment with a long term useful life
and with minimum maintenance
requirements.

6. Equipment that could be serviced
quickly and competently by local
concerns.

7. Equipment that was of the highestquality
(pumps, motors, controllers, valves,

heavy electrical equipment, air
handling equipment, pipe and pipe
fittings, pressure tanks and heating
equipment).

8. Built-in safeguards to protect electrical
equipment for lightning, phase failure,
phase reversal and drops in incoming
power; to protect the distribution system
from any high pressure situations; to
protect pumps from low pressure
(priming) problems. Also, an alarm
systemto notify my office,home and/or
.Assistant'shome of a problem and nature
of the problem.

9. A building thatwasofample sizetohouse
the equipment that had enough room to
work on theequipment and enough floor
space for additional needs in upcoming
years (e.g. sand separator).

10. A building that would last one hundred
years and that would aesthetically fit the
site on the Lake Mendota shoreline.

11. Neat clean and simple plumbing layout
that would allow us to isolate all seg-
mentsof the pump plant (pressuretanks,
all pumps, check valves, etc.). Also
wanted provision for initial pump prim-
ing for spring start up, easy filling of
intake line back to the lake at startup or
after a shutdown for repair.

12. Adequate backup capacity in case of
equipment failure and the option of
manual operation of the pumps.

13. A method for drawing down large
quantities of water, other than through
the distribution system,for testingpumps
or controllers.

The order of these considerations only
roughly approximates their level of
importance, but the constant pressure
requirements were a must. Our old pump
plant accomplished this by switching pumps
on and off,but the pressurevariance was too
great and the resultswere uneven distribution
of water through sprinkler nozzles, gross
inefficiencies in the use of electrical power
(due to increased electrical consumption at
each startup) and excessivewear on pumps
and switchgear. Further,becauseof the head
conditions (approximately an elevation
change of two hundred feetfrom pumphouse
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to greens and teesin clubhouseproximity) the
pressure dropped very quickly when a
pump(s) shutoff and rose slowly once the
pump( s)came on line. Sothe firstdecisionthat
we needed to make was the method to useto
accomplish our constant -pressure require-
ment. Obviously, switching pumps on and off
wasn't even considered because of our past
experience. The proximity of the pumphouse
relative to the golf courseand the fact that we
have no ponds on the course eliminated the
useof an electric valve or a hydraulic valve to
bleed water (i.e.pressure)off tomaintain a set
systempressure.Practically speaking, this left
uswith two choices: 1) eddy current variable
speed clutch drive on one pump, or 2)
variable frequency drive for one of the
pumps. Although the variable frequency
drive was more efficient the initial cost was
about S 13,000 greater than the variable
speed clutch. Since the pumping station
operates for only several hours a day and for
only seven months of the year, the payback
period was so long that we couldn't justifythe
additional cost. In addition, rainfall and cool
spring and fall temperatures greatly reduced
the hoursof use.Thevariable speed drive was
the obvious choice for our situation.

Once the variable speed design was
selected,everything elserelating to pumps fell
into place. The reputation of Fairbanks Morse
pumps is well established and because they
were sold by L.W. Allen Company, a local
distributor, we knew these were the quality
pumps we needed. Our experience with a
Fairbanks Morsepump in the old pumphouse
was a good one and made the decision even
easier. Addressing the three concerns of
energy efficiency, extended life of equipment
and low maintenance, we felt there was a
favorable cost/benefit ratio in choosing
pumps and motors that turned at 1770 rpm
instead of the 3600rpm equipment previously
used. Common sensedictated the need for a
jockey pump to handle low volume watering
- syringing, watering of flower beds and
newly planted trees,specific area watering of
one to three heads,etc. - and to maintain the
systempressure.The impeller for the jockey
pump was trimmed to meet our hydraulic
conditions,handle demand of 0-100gpm and
to maintain the systempressureat 140-160psi
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at the pumphouse. The engineer had
experience with several manufacturers of
variable speed equipment and the Allen Co.
handled both Louis Allis and Eaton variable
speed units. There was no significant cost
differential sowe looked at delivery time and
chose Eaton on thisbasis.One of the motorsin
our pumphouse was a Westinghouse and
again, based on our experience, past
reputation and service availability, ordered
the 100horsepower motor we needed for the
constant speed pump torrn Westinghouse.In
summary, the pumping was to be handled by
the following equipment:
1. Jockey pump - 3" X 212"horizontal two

stage, constant speed, split case Fair-
banks Morse pump driven by a 30 hp
motor with flexible couplings and en-
closed guard. Capacity of 100gpm.

2. Variable speed pump and motor - Fair-
banks Morse 6" x 5" two stage variable
speed horizontal split case centrifugal
pump driven by an Eaton 100hp motor
with a magnetic clutch, flexible coupling
and enclosed guard. Capacity of 650
gpm.

3. Constantspeed pump and motor - Fair-
banks Morse 6" x 5" two stage constant
speed horizontal split case pump driven
by a 1000hp Westinghousemotor with
flexible coupling and enclosed guard.
Capacity of 550gpm.

Demand for water up to 100gpm ismet by
the jockey pump. Demand exceeding 100
gpm drops the jockey pump out and switches
the variable speed unit on.Thedrive unit and
the clutch control the impeller speed of the
pump to maintain the systempressurea pre-
setlevel. regardless of the number of heads in
operation on the golf course. Whent he
demand for water exceeds 650gpm, the 100
hp constant speed comes on line and the
varialbe speed unit slows to the level
necessary to maintain the system pressure.
The capacity of the constant speed and
variable speed is 1200gpm.

Theimportance to thecontrol panel isequal
to the pumps and motors - it is the "brain" of
the system,if you will. Our controller is not a
shelf item and was built to our specifications
by the Consolidated ElectricCo.of St.Paul.This



reads pressure from the main line out of the
pumphouse and signalsappropriate switches
to meet and maintain conditions we have set.
There are several other important features
and functions of the panel:

1. RPM speed meter for variable speed
pump with a manual/automatic selector
and a manual speed control dial.

2. Solid state variable speed control card,
solid state speed control card for jockey
pump and 100hp constantspeed pump.

3. Stimulation mode card.
4. Hour meters for each pump to record

running time.
5. Frictionless pressure transducer with

quelling (no moving parts - nothing to
wear out!).

6. Control module for each pump has dim-
glow lights indicating status- required
running or failed - aswell as an on-off/
manual/automatic control switch.

7. lightning arrestor.
8. Phase monitoring relay with a lockout

and automatic reset (after a predeter-
mined time lapse).

9. Jockey pump and variable pump each
have a thermal flow switch to monitor
water movement in pipes from thepump.
Theseswitchesare an integral part of the
protection of the system. The constant
speed pump has a mechanical flow
switch.

10. High and low pressure alarms, again
with the dim-glow indicator lights (these
lights are used because they make it
impossible to mistake a burned bulb for
a normal operating condition).

I noted earlier that we wanted an alarm
systemto notify staff of any problems in the
pumphouse. We installed a two function
alarm transmitter and receiver tied to the
control panel and a telephone in the
pumphouse. When there is a failure the
receiver picks this up form the control panel,
selectsthe portion of a tape that defines the
problem and activates a dialer that dials my
office. If no one is present to receive the call,
the dialer moves to the next number, and so
on. When the call is received, the dialer is
deactivated by pressing a certain number on
a touch tone phone. If a dial phone is
receiving the call, a gadget that duplicates

the numerical sound of a touch tone phone is
used to shut off the dialer. Since one of the
failures the alarm systemis sensitiveto is an
electrical outage, the dialer isprovided with a
battery powered back up - no stonesare left
untumed! This feature is certainly valuable
now, but I seeit becoming absolutely essential
when our distribution system is automated
and no water man ison the property at night.

Pressuretanksare essentialin a stationsuch
as thisto dampen water surging to reduce the
cycling of the jockey pump. We installed three
320 Well-X-Trol hydropneumatic tanks inthe
system.Thesetanks have a rubber bladder in
them so that the pressurecan be pre-setand
the need for a compressor to constantly
replenish the air supply is eliminated. The
tanks were chosen with a minimum working
pressurewell above the level we require.

AFCO air relief valves were installed on the
high point of each pump housing. These
valves permit the discharge of air from the
pump column to the atmosphere and close
automatically when water enter them. They
worked flawlessly this past summer and
eliminated one more nagging problem we
had with our old equipment.

Twenty or so feet out from the pumphouse
and on the main line we installed a fire
hydrant. Itspurpose has nothing to do with fire
fighting, but rather is an easy way to create
demand for water when troubleshooting
problems,when there isa need to run a pump
to check its operation during daytime hours,
when checking control sequencing, etc. It
really servesour purposes.Also,on the back
side of the building, a one inch copper line
with a hoseadaptor was installed to allow for
easy filling of one of the intake lines from a
sprayer tank when getting the stationready in
the spring.

Detailsof the building itselfare shownon the
accompanying drawings and are pretty
much self-explanatory. It ispoured, reinforced
concrete structureapproximately 28' square.
The layout of the plumbing and equipment
allows easy access for repairs and plenty of
room to work. Warm air form motorsand the
air-cooled clutch is removed fromt he
building by a large exhaust fan that is
thermostatically controlled. Cool air is drawn
in form thewestside of the building, acrossthe
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equipment and exhausted on the north side.
The building is heated during the winter
months, for the sake of electrical equipment
by a small electric heater. Roof hatches were
provided for easy removal of the equipment.
All segments of the system were color coded
and painted with quality industrial paint. The
building and contents look good and the
building is relatively easy to keep clean and
sharp.

It is impossible to express how satisfied we
are with the results of this pumphouse project
and how rewarding it has been - I've been
unable to think of a single, solitary item we
wish we would have done differently. We
accomplished all of the goals we set out to
meet and exceeded others. It has resulted in
money savings for the Club, dramatic

improvement in our control of water use,more
effective use of my time and total elimination
of a significant "aggravation" factor. It has
secured the golf course's needs for water for
years to come and set the stage for the
replacement of the remainder of our
distribution system.

Let me extend to all Superintendents in the
stat an open invitation for the "nickel" tour - it
would be my pleasure.

Monroe S.Miller
Golf Course Superintendent
Blackhawk Country Club
Shorewood Hills
Box 5129
Madison, Wisconsin 53705

MILAEGER
Well and Pump Co.

INDUSTRIES MUNICIPALITIES SUBDIVISIONS
• Deep Well Drilling and Pump Instllllation
• Well Development by Acidizing & Shooting
• All Makes of Pumps Repaired
• 24 Hour Service
• TONKA • Water Treatment Equipment

BYRON JACKSON PUMPS
Division of Borg Warner Corporation

Line Shaft Turbine Pumps and Submersible Pumps
to 500 HP and 1.000 ft. Settings

Servicing Wisconsin and Illinois for Over

20950 Enterprise Ave. 60 Years 640 Pearson Street
Brookfield. WI 53005 Des Plaines. III60018
(4141784-3960 (312) 296-8707

ROY G. ZEHREN PH: (414) 242-5740

NATURAL ATHLETIC
TURF INC.

Specializing in

GOLF COURSE • RENOVATION • NEW COURT
TEES. GREENS. FAIRWAY TURFING. DRAINAGE
SAND BUNKERS. RETAINING WALLS. NURSERY

ALSO

"PURR-WICK" & SAND SYSTEMS
ASTROTURF CH-4 "DRAG MATS"

BY CONTRACT OR "T & M" BASIS
11040 N. Buntrock Ave. Mequon, WI 53092
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'The best in turf supplies
LESCO 100% Sulfur-COAted Fertilizers

golf course accessories. chemicals including

A highly effective pre-emergence
crabgrass and poa annua control

* Lescosan (Betasan - Registered TM Stauffer Chemical Co.)

(800- 321-5325) Available from: (800-362-7413)

NATIONWIDE ~akeghohe IN OHIO

Equipment & Supply Co.
"Home of LESCO Products"

.300 South Abbe. Elyria, OH 44035

DISTRIBUTOR

top name golf course
chemicals 81.supplies
8332 NORTH SANTA MONICA BLVD.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53217 (414) 352-9464




